THE TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE HEART
The purpose of this illustration is to consider the astronomical alignment of the Great American Eclipse on August 21, 2017 as it focuses on the constellation of Leo. The total solar eclipse will be eclipsed by a ‘Black Moon’ on that day. As the American nation awakens to this eclipse, the morning will turn to darkness that many are correlating it to a
spiritual darkness no less. It is estimated that over 200 million American will be able to witness this ‘Great American Eclipse’ and all of the 350 million Americans will be within 600 miles of the eclipse line of totality. As the sky becomes dark and the stars come out, 5 of the 6 luminaries visible from Earth’s point of view will be seen: 1) Mercury, 2)
Venus, 3) Mars, the 4) Sun, 5) Moon and 6) Jupiter. Oddly enough, the only visible planet not ‘in the picture’ is Saturn. This planet will be ‘stomped-on’ by Ophiuchus’ foot if one considers a spiritual application and typology. Thus, is the Creator spelling-out that the message for American is war? However those that have followed and studied the
‘Sign’s in the Heavens, would see this as a harbinger of judgment as the peculiarities associated with this one heavenly sign is replete with ‘coincidences’. Triple conjunction of Mars-Eclipse-Mercury at Regulus speaks of conflict and war to come. Now will that be concerning the USA? Realize that the USA has been in constant war and existed off a
war economy. Yet does this alignment of the eclipse with Mars in the façade of Leo gesture that war ill come to the USA?

10 reasons why the numerical factor of 33

found associated with this 2017 Great American Eclipse could very well be prophetic.

Some Conjunctions

1. Mars conjoins with Star of Leo Regulus
2. Mercury conjoins with Star Regulus
3. Jupiter ‘birthed’ in Virgo’s ‘womb’ area
4. Mercury conjoins with War planet, Mars
5. Moon conjoins with Star of Leo Regulus
6. Venus conjoins with Star of Leo Regulus
7. Revelation 12 astronomical alignment
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666 CONNECTION?

Carbondale takes its name from Carbon. The chemical
element Carbon with symbol C and comprise what humans
are made out of. Carbon has 6 neutrons, 6 protons and 6
electrons thus a 6-6-6 typology and encryption.
From Cedar Lake were the ’X’ marks the spot with the 2014
eclipse is approximately 6.66 miles to Carbondale.

JUPITER
The King Planet

1 - Eclipse enters through the 33rd state, Oregon.
2 - Eclipse exits at the 33rd latitude just north of Charleston.
3 - Eclipse occurs 33 days out from the Great Sign of Revelation 12 on (9-23)
4 - The Moon will be approximately 239,000 miles away during eclipse (9-23?)
5 - Sun rises to a darkness with a ‘Black Moon’ that occurs only every 33 months.
6 - Venus will be 33 degrees at an angle from the eclipse of the Sun.
7 - Eclipse last occurred 99 years prior, a factor of 33+33+33.
8 - The average shadow width (170-70 miles) will be 66 miles 33+33.
9 - August 21 is the 233rd day, 2-33.
10 - Trump’s 1st day in Office Jan 21, 2017 to Aug 21, 2017 = 7 months exactly or
30 weeks, 3 days (33) with end day included.
- At point of Greatest Eclipse, the speed of the eclipse will be 2323 mph/33 = 40 (judgment).
- August 21, 2017 is Elul 1, which means ‘Harvest’.
- April 8, 2024 is Nissan 1, is the Religious New Year
-From point of Totality, 33° heading to Georgia Guidestones
VENUS
-Charleston is home to ‘Mother Lodge’ of 33° Masons
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MARS
Planet of War

Kafre

Interestingly the days between the 2 crossing eclipses are
2423 days or 666% of a common year based on 360 day/year.

Bright & Morning Star

REGULUS
King Star - Heart of Lion

ECLIPTIC
Menkaure

A 3-2-1 Countdown?
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(3) SOLAR ECLIPSES

1- 2008 on Aug 01 | 1st of Av
2- 2009 on July 22 | 1st of Av
3- 2010 on July 11 | 1st of Av
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Amazingly, the eclipse conjunction depicts the configuration of the Great Pyramids of Giza and
the Sphinx angle of Leo on the Ecliptic. It is a mirror opposite with a nearly 90 degree rotation
from the true north alignment from Giza. ‘Judgment of Egypt’? An Exodus to come?
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Consider the following astronomical patterns also related to the Great American Eclipse. This August 21, 2017 is the last of the total solar eclipse since the 3-2-1 total solar eclipses of 20082009-2010 that all occurred on the 1st of Av. It appears to be a countdown and was repeating the emphasis that led-up to the Blood Moon Triad of 2011. This will be the same pattern in that the
‘Great American Eclipse’ is the last total solar eclipse that leads-up to the 2018 Blood Moon Triad. It will also have the Central Bull’s Eye eclipse over Jerusalem as it did nearly 7 years prior in
June 2011. The Triads of 2011 and 2018 were bookends to the 2014-15 Tetrad. The questions remains, will the coming Triad of Blood Moons be a start of a new timeline, for the USA, for Israel?
The King Constellation having the King Star speaks of royalty, or majesty that the Creator bestowed on Humanity with the first 2 human created in the Garden of Eden, that of Adam and Eve.
The Creator, YHVH bestowed on them royalty and dominion to rule over all of Creation. Humanity has been bestowed a blessing as no other created beings have in that humans are made in
the ‘likeness and image’ of YHVH. As the Creator has dealt such blessings upon humanity, so too has he dealt with nations. America as an ideal and core or heart of the nation aspired to a
government never before established since recorded time. The question remains, will she still? Will she turn her heart during this time of darkness, spiritual darkness?
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Consider the following astronomical patterns also related to the Great American Eclipse. This August 21, 2017 is the last of the total solar eclipse since the 3-2-1 total solar eclipses of 20082009-2010 that all occurred on the 1st of Av. It appears to be a countdown and was repeating the emphasis that led-up to the Blood Moon Triad of 2011. This will be the same pattern in that the
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June 2011. The Triads of 2011 and 2018 were bookends to the 2014-15 Tetrad. The questions remains, will the coming Triad of Blood Moons be a start of a new timeline, for the USA, for Israel?
The King Constellation having the King Star speaks of royalty, or majesty that the Creator bestowed on Humanity with the first 2 human created in the Garden of Eden, that of Adam and Eve.
The Creator, YHVH bestowed on them royalty and dominion to rule over all of Creation. Humanity has been bestowed a blessing as no other created beings have in that humans are made in
the ‘likeness and image’ of YHVH. As the Creator has dealt such blessings upon humanity, so too has he dealt with nations. America as an ideal and core or heart of the nation aspired to a
government never before established since recorded time. The question remains, will she still? Will she turn her heart during this time of darkness, spiritual darkness?

